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Changgyun Jung
‘electronic bugs’ / Sound installation

Indoor and outdoor, we are far longer exposed to sound 
of machine which is on all the time, rather than the 
sound of nature. Ironically the basic characteristic and 
regularity of machine sound are similar to that of 
insects.

The artist has collected various machine sound, and 
produced/displayed sound-living things which have 
certain ecology, through using speakers where sound 
comes out, and devices and censors which physically 
transform the sound. The soundscape of 
machine-living-things is installed in each room and 
creates a space for the audience.

Since Gwangju has less cultural contents than the 
capital area in general, it is fair to say that it does not 
even have enough pop culture or sub culture either. 
Okay, so why not just dance to some K-pop idols then? 
Forget all, and let’s bring some sprit of pop culture, 
invite a Hong-dae/Seoul musician, and enjoy a poet’s 
performance in Gwangju. 

It’s nice to have different cultures.

■ Special Program: Musician HeonJin Ha (24th 8:10pm) 
/ Poet Seungon Song (25th 7pm)

■ Intensive Film Festival: The origin of film was just 
few seconds. The festival enjoys intensive, condensed, 
and unexplainable feelings in a short running time. (25th 
2-6pm / 26,27,28th 6:30-8pm)

■ Installation:
> 4-a A small K-pop dance room: It takes 4 hours from 
Gwangju to Jamsil where sm entertainment’s museum 
‘Artium’ is. Is there any other way to enjoy pop culture 
which is still important to me?

> 4-b Acting school: A collection of research and fresh 
joy to be impovisationally prepared to dramatic 
situations including unwanted and puzzled 
circumstances.

> 4-c Welcome to Youtube: You know we’ve been to 
Hong-dae, Seoul, thousands times to see our favorite 
independent musicians. There are too many musicians 
who have not visited Gwangju yet.

> 4-d & 4-g Pathetic (Nerd) Room and Erotic Room: 
What’s happening in movies is eventually happening to 
us. Something we would like to hide or be embarrassed 
about. Being pathetic, nerd or erotic. We are desperate 
but cute.

> 4-e The decade’s concert: There are many great 
songs that we can’t watch being sung anymore.

> 4-f Sasim Archive: When did our Sasim (personal and 
maniac interest) start? The process of ‘sasimji’ (the 
magazine) research and publication is presented. 
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Minseung Kang, Siyoung Park
‘Sasim Festival’/ Festival (screening, performance, 
installation)

We live in Gwangju, but to enjoy our favorite concert 
and festival, must we travel to Seoul, taking 3-4 hours 
by bus? We give up too many things to satisfy 
ourselves.

We go out for food and have a nice cup of coffee, but 
we desperately look at each other saying “What do we 
do now?” The artists throw a question if there is 
anything interesting to do, not just eating and 
consuming.

https://barimart.wordpress.com
https://www.facebook.com/barimGwangju

barimgwangju@gmail.com
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Ciara Lenihan, Lisa Freeman
‘Become what you rehearse. You deserve it.’ / 
Installation and performance 40 min

The work explores a relationship between the artists’ 
homeland, Ireland and the cultural climate of Gwangju.

The new space on the roof exists as a cultural 
backdrop comprised of a series of surfaces and 
elements derived from both region‘s political turmoil. 
Within this space a soundscape acts as a motivational 
threat guiding the performers through a choreographed 
exercise which utilises learned patriotic behaviour in 
the same context as slapstick.

This work will be presented in its second iteration at 
Temple Bar Gallery and Studios, Dublin, Ireland in 2017.

24th 7:30pm
25th 6pm
26,27,28th 5:45pm
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(Use stairs from 7th)
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